
Dear First Covenant Members and Friends, 
By now we have settled into a new routine of participating in virtual worship services. This, we’ve discovered, 
can still honor and glorify God as much as any form of worship. While this will never take the place of in-person 
worship services, it is clear that for the foreseeable future we will need to adjust our habits and take advantage 
of our online streaming capability.  
 
We have already made improvements to our streaming quality but have reached the peak of what our current 
system can provide. Our Worship and Music Ministry, with the support of our Leadership Team, believes we 
need to invest in a few key upgrades to our current technology. These investments will help expand our 
Kingdom reach by improving our sound quality, image quality, and interactive elements such as lyrics and 
other visual elements. Below is an outline of what we need, divided in stages. We will only move on to the next 
stage when we have appropriate funding. 
 

Tier One: $1000. Upgrade computer with new video card, hard drive, RAM, monitors (3), USB audio 
interface, and HDMI cable. 
 
Tier Two: $1250.  New high quality camera that can be operated remotely. 
 
Tier Three: $1750. Second high quality camera and an SDI capture card that allows inputs from 
multiple cameras. 
 
Total: $4000* 
 
Note that some members of the Leadership Team and Worship and Music have already contributed 
$500 and with applicable funds from the budget, Tier One has already been reached. Costs of the 
upgrades proposed at Tiers Two and Three are beyond the limits of the current Worship and Music 
Ministry budget.  

 
Our online services have blessed not only our own members but also people who may very well join us in 
person because they joined us online first. We as a congregation can be thankful for this worthwhile 
opportunity. God can and will use this moment for His Kingdom both nationally and globally; we are a part of 
that plan. 
 
If you wish to contribute to this campaign, please send donations to the First Covenant office, noting that it is 
for streaming upgrades; you may also give online using the link below.  We are aware that for some, this 
season has been very difficult, especially financially. This invitation to invest in this project should not be a 
burden for you, and you should not feel any obligation to give at this time. We have many gifts, for some giving, 
for others, encouragement (Romans 12:3-8) and we use these gifts in season as we are able. Thank you for 
supporting First Covenant in all the ways you do, from inviting to serving to giving to praying.  
 
In Christ, 
Pastor Evan 
Worship and Music Ministry 
Leadership Team 
 
*Any funds raised over the $4000 would be used for other incidental costs or to help cover other worship and 
music technology related needs (streaming licenses, software costs, etc). 


